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Raising Kane: Rough Riders Book 9
From New York Times bestselling author of The Husband Hunt, The Heiress, and other beloved historical romances, comes Lynsay Sands’s
An English Bride in Scotland, the first book in a new series set in the wilds of the Highlands. Annabel had planned to become a nun. But
when her mother arrives at the Abbey to bring her home to marry a Scottish laird—her runaway sister’s intended husband—her life takes a
decidedly different turn. And though Annabel isn’t the wife he’d planned for, strong, sexy Ross McKay is taken with his shy, sweet bride.
Annabel knows nothing about being a wife, running a castle—or the marriage bed. But her handsome new husband makes her want to learn.
When Annabel’s life is threatened, Ross vows to move the highlands itself to save her and preserve the passion that’s only beginning to
bloom.
Melanie Winters and Daniel Montgomery shared a love most only dream of, a love they believed bonded them together for life. When their
world is shattered by the tragic loss of their daughter, overwhelming grief and misguided guilt distorts the truth, and their relationship ends in
uncertainty and unanswered questions. For nine years, they drift through life, each unable to forget the one who holds the strings to their
heart. In an attempt to escape the pain of her past, Melanie finds herself trapped in a loveless marriage, while Daniel loses himself in a career
that means nothing without Melanie by his side. Now, when their lives again intersect, neither can deny the connection they felt so long ago.
But will the power that drew them together be enough to heal the wounds from their past, and will they have the courage to overcome the
insecurities and fears that threaten to keep them apart? Pulled is a story of attraction and separation, of destiny and duty, of a love so strong
it refuses to give up even when all others have. "Okay, this one did it for me in a big way. I'm an angst-lover. And by that I mean, I'm a
Thoughtless, Beautiful Disaster, Love Unscripted, Slammed, Fifty Shades of Everything, kind of reader. But there's gotta be an HEA. And not
a half-done HEA but a real yeah-this-story-has-been-agonizing-but-look-it-was-all-worth-it HEA. So, that said, I earnestly recommend this
book. If you're like me, you'll like this. Enjoy!" LitJunkie
Redneck Romeo: Rough Riders Book 15
The right love is worth the wait. Sierra Seven years have passed since I fell for Boone West. The brooding bad boy. We were friends, even
when I secretly wanted more, but I settled for what he offered. After he left Wyoming—and me—I grew up. Moved on. Or so I believed until he
blew back into my life with the scorching force of an Arizona desert wind. I'm not that innocent sixteen-year-old girl anymore—I’m a
businesswoman who swore never to settle again. But this older, wiser, hotter version of Boone unsettles me. How am I supposed to resist his
megawatt smile and his built-army-strong body? Especially when he's inserting himself into every aspect of my life? Now he’s determined to
prove he can offer me everything that he couldn’t before—and he's the only man that can fix the heart that he broke. Boone Joining the army?
Best decision I ever made. Even though it meant I had to leave her behind. Sierra McKay. The wide-eyed beauty, who saw more in me than I
saw in myself. I didn’t dare offer her anything more than friendship, because one kiss, one touch and I wouldn't have had the guts to go. I’ve
worked hard to become the man I am. I have a career. A purpose. After a chance encounter with the one woman I never forgot—I'm not
leaving anything else to chance. Now that I’ve chased her across three states, I’m ready to demonstrate that the passion we couldn’t act on
before burns hotter than ever between us. And I'll use every weapon in my arsenal to show Sierra McKay that she's always been mine.
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NOTE: This is the first book in a new spinoff series! No need to read the books in the Rough Riders series to enjoy it!
Torn between the love he has…and the love he’s always wanted. Chassie West Glanzer hasn’t been a stranger to tragedy. So a year of
wedded bliss to sexy-as-sin cowboy Trevor Glanzer has brought her the happiness and contentment she never thought she’d find. And
running a ranch has mellowed Trevor’s rodeo wanderlust. Then Trevor’s old roping partner ambles up the driveway—throwing Chassie’s life
into chaos. Trevor never expected to see Edgard Mancuso again, after it became clear he couldn’t be the man Edgard needed. Now Edgard
has returned from Brazil to sort out their tangled past. Although Trevor is hat-over-bootheels in love with his sweet, feisty wife, he’s plagued
by feelings for Edgard he thought he’d buried years ago. Chassie’s shock that Edgard and Trevor were once lovers turns to fear of losing
her husband. Or worse, fear that Trevor will stay with her only out of a sense of duty. Edgard wasn’t sure how he’d feel about Trevor’s wife,
but the more time he spends with the big-hearted cowgirl, the deeper their connection becomes. As the three of them test their intimate
boundaries together, the sins of the past blur and fade, leaving raw emotion—and unbridled passion. Passion that could heal them…or cause
irreparable damage to their future.
"Three years ago, Dalton McKay looked across the altar and saw the woman he knew he'd love for the rest of his life ... only it wasn't the
bride. That's when he took the McKays' love-'em-and-leave-'em reputation to new heights -- fleeing the ceremony and Wyoming. Now a
family issue has brought Dalton back to Sundance, giving him a chance to prove to everyone -- especially the woman he thought he lost -that he's a changed man."--Page [4] of cover.
All Jacked Up: Rough Riders Book 8
When her flaky sister abruptly backs out of their surrogacy agreement, Ella McLeod is left with a newborn she's in no position to care for.
She'll have to give the baby up for adoption. Enter Yevgeny Volkovoy--her sister's bossy billionaire brother-in-law. Yevgeny won't let a
Volkovoy be raised by strangers; he wants custody now. How can Ella be so cold as to deny him? Even worse--why does this woman warm
his steely heart? He may be staking his claim on the baby, but Ella may stake a counterclaim on his bachelorhood.
Tough, taciturn…And a fool for letting her go… Wyoming rancher Quinn McKay was biding his time until his levelheaded wife came to her
senses and called a halt to this trial separation—never believing their marital rough patch would drag on for a coon’s age. Libby McKay knew
when she married the gruff, laid-back cowboy that he wasn’t prone to blathering on about his feelings. But three months have passed and
her stubborn-as-a-mule husband is still living by himself in the horse trailer. It seems he’d rather hold onto his pride than hold onto her. When
Quinn realizes Libby is determined to move on if he doesn’t change, he offers her one weekend of uninterrupted sexual decadence to
rekindle their love life and to hash out their differences. Reigniting the passion is easy. The hard part comes after the sheets have cooled and
they find out if what remains is strong enough to survive past mistakes… **Although this book is part of the Rough Riders series, it can be read
as a STANDALONE!
Gone Country: Rough Riders Book 14
Slow Ride: Rough Riders Book 9.5
One lucky woman is in for the ride of her life with three sexy cowboys... During summer break, wannabe wild woman Channing Kinkaid is
offered the chance to shed her inhibitions and horse around on the road with a real chaps-and-spurs wearing rodeo cowboy. From the
moment Colby McKay-bull rider, saddle bronc buster and calf roper-sets his lust-filled eyes on the sweet and fiery Channing, he knows she's
up to the challenge of being his personal buckle bunny. But he also demands that his rodeo traveling partners, Trevor and Edgard are
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allowed to join in their no-holds-barred sexcapades. Although Channing secretly longed to be the sole focus of more than one man's
passions, all is not as it seems with the sexy trio. Colby's demand for her complete submission behind closed doors tests her willful nature,
and his sweet-talking ways burrow into her heart. Will Colby have to break out the bullropes and piggin' string to convince this headstrong filly
that the road to true love doesn't have to be as elusive as that championship belt buckle? Warning: This story has tons of explicit sex, graphic
language that'd make your mama blush, light bondage, menage a trois, and-yee-haw -hot nekkid cowboy man-love"
New York Times bestselling author Lorelei James returns for another wild ride in Wyoming with a new Blacktop Cowboys® novel. Years in
the Army equipped Bailey Masterson for many things: target shooting, rappelling off cliffs, dodging grenades. She's lived through horrors that
still give her nightmares. But nothing in Bailey's life-or-death training prepared her for caring for the tiny terror that is five-year-old Olivia Hale.
Or how to control her raging attraction to Olivia's father, Streeter, the rugged, green-eyed cattle rancher who undermines her every move
even when he stars in her dreams. Streeter Hale has room for only two things in his life: his daughter and his job. He doesn't date. He doesn't
get attached. Not anymore. So not only is Streeter stunned by Olivia's improved behavior after just a few days with Bailey, he's downright
floored by his immediate attraction to the woman. But with secrets in her eyes and a body that doesn't quit, Streeter begins to worry that
Bailey Masterson might just be the one woman to heal his fractured family and broken heart. One thing's for sure--these two wrecked souls
are spinning out of control as they desperately try not to fall in love...
This book argues that McCarthy’s works convey a profound moral vision, and use intertextuality, moral philosophy, and questions of genre to
advance that vision. It focuses upon the ways in which McCarthy’s fiction is in ceaseless conversation with literary and philosophical
tradition, examining McCarthy’s investment in influential thinkers from Marcus Aurelius to Hannah Arendt, and poets, playwrights, and
novelists from Dante and Shakespeare to Fyodor Dostoevsky and Antonio Machado. The book shows how McCarthy’s fiction grapples with
abiding moral and metaphysical issues: the nature and problem of evil; the idea of God or the transcendent; the credibility of heroism in the
modern age; the question of moral choice and action; the possibility of faith, hope, love, and goodness; the meaning and limits of civilization;
and the definition of what it is to be human. This study will appeal alike to readers, teachers, and scholars of Cormac McCarthy.
Ace had big dreams for life after college. The plan was to set himself up in Austin, get a job as a business manager, and then move up
through the ranks. But when his mom got sick, everything else was put on the backburner. Now, he is back home in Odessa, helping his
family with running the ranch...and running into Vanessa that is ready to blow up his life.

Their love story sparked a brushfire that grew into the legacy of Lorelei James's Rough Riders series. This standalone
historical romance is a prequel to the McKay family saga. The West doesn’t get much wilder than Silas McKay. He’s
earned his cowboy reputation not just as a rancher, but as a brawling card sharp who’s short on cash but long on charm.
And just as soon as he claps eyes on the pretty new schoolteacher? Well, Dinah Thompson is about to discover what
courtin’s like McKay-style—sweet, hot and passionate. Luckily, Dinah’s got the sass and sense to stand up to Silas’s
shenanigans. She relocated to rural Wyoming to teach and become a self-reliant woman, not to spend her nights
dreaming about that blue-eyed rogue and his ranchwork honed-body. But Silas McKay’s powerful appeal and tempting
promises convince Dinah to recklessly go all in with him. When Silas’s long-standing rivalry with Zeke West puts Dinah,
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Silas and his twin brother Jonas in danger, each one is forced to make difficult decisions about taking a chance to build
their legacy . . . and a love that transcends time.
A love match hotter than the Fourth of July… Wild West Boys, Book 2 Construction worker Willow Gregory entered the
annual Miss Firecracker beauty contest on a dare and shocked everyone by winning. After a year of tiara-wearing good
behavior, she’s ready to cut loose—but waking up naked in a sexy stranger’s bed with no memory of the havoc she
wreaked the night before wasn’t part of the plan. Bartender Blake West thinks he could possibly be the only man alive
who could say no to a drunken, horny, beauty queen—a sexpot who ends up trashing his buddy’s bar during a fight.
Despite how hot she fires his blood, he demands she work off the damages in the bar…or face jail time. Working in close
quarters is an explosive combination they can’t resist. But their agreement for a no-heartstrings-attached affair hits a
snag when they realize the spark between them might be strong enough to burn for a lifetime…
The book covers all the core aspects of child and adolescent mental health, starting with the background to emotional
and behavioural problems and looking at models and tools for assessment and treatment before examining specific
problems encountered in children, young people, and their families from different cultural backgrounds. Key features
clear theoretical framework for each topic integrated disciplinary approach case studies information about other
resources available to professionals and families, including new government initiatives New for the second edition
updated and revised with the latest references and theories sections on the influence of genetics on behaviour, working
with children with learning difficulties, evidence-based paediatric and psychological developments multiple choice
questions for revision and testing new quick-reference format This is an essential text for all professionals working with
children, young people, and their families, including student and practitioner psychiatrists, clinical psychologists, mental
health nurses, and social care specialists.
The strongest bonds are the ones unseen… Businesswoman Skylar Ellison never intended to get tangled up with a sexy
Wyoming cowboy—let alone conceive a baby with him in the parking lot of a honky-tonk. When it appears her baby daddy
has taken off for greener pastures, Skylar pulls up her bootstraps and carries on alone. Rancher Kade McKay is knocked
for a loop when he returns home after a year on the range and finds out he’s the father of a three-month-old baby girl.
When Skylar refuses to marry him, Kade grits his teeth, moves in and plays house by her rules to prove he’s a man in for
the long haul. Despite Skylar’s insistence they are to remain strictly parenting partners for baby Eliza, their old passions
flare hot as a prairie fire, spurring Kade to demand total sexual surrender from the headstrong woman. Skylar willingly
submits her body to the hot-blooded cowboy, but she’s hesitant to hand Kade the reins to her heart. Can Kade convince
Skylar the wicked sex games aren’t a temporary distraction? Or will he have to break out the ropes to show her he wants
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to be tied to her…forever?
Cowgirls Don’t Cry: Rough Riders Book 10
Shoulda Been a Cowboy: Rough Riders Book 7
For years, goody-two boots AJ Foster wished her dream man Cord McKay would see her beyond the girl in pigtails. Now
that she's old enough to stake her claim on him, she challenges the cowboy to teach her how to ride-- and she doesn't
mean horses."
Chasin’ Eight: Rough Riders Book 11
Short Rides is an anthology compilation of two novellas and one short story in the Rough Riders world. These are NOT meant to
be read as standalone stories, but are a peek into favorite character's lives after the happily ever after... The stories included in the
Short Rides anthology are: King of Hearts* -- Deputy Cam McKay deals with a murder/suicide case on Valentine's Day. Rough
Road -- Chassie, Trevor and Edgard Glanzer spend a romantic weekend away from the ranch and kids celebrating their
anniversary...only to return home to face their biggest challenge yet. All Knocked Up -- Keely and Jack Donohue are having a
baby. Given Keely's raging pregnancy hormones, will Jack need to wear a cup in the delivery room? *previously published in the
Guns and Roses anthology in 2012
The right love is worth the wait... Calvin McKay can't understand his twin brother's rush toward the altar—until he lays eyes on the
bride's younger sister. But she's far too innocent for him to pursue…and yet something about that little blonde tornado gets his
blood pumping and his heart all twisted up. Kimi West is used to boys chasing after by her, but Cal McKay is a man—all man—and
his hot kisses are like nothing she's ever experienced. But he's a rancher, tied to the land, and she can’t wait for the day she can
escape from Wyoming and see the world. After a tragedy sends Kimi running from her family, Cal gives Kimi a place to stay—and
oh so many tantalizing reasons to stay—while she sorts out her plans. Now she'll have to decide whether the adventure she wants
is in a new frontier or right there by Cal's side. Please note: Long Time Gone is a NOVELLA, a slice of life in the Rough Riders
world rather than the whole pie. BONUS! At the end of this novella you'll find an exclusive excerpt of Unbreak My Heart, the longawaited love story that reunites Sierra Daniels McKay and Boone West from Gone Country...
Cowboy Take Me Away: Rough Riders Book 16
A modern masterpiece,The Godfather is a searing portrayal of the 1940s criminal underworld. It is also the intimate story of the
Corleone family, at once drawn together and ripped apart by its unique position at the core of the American Mafia.
Originally published: New Rochelle, N.Y.: Arlington House, 1978.
Kissin’ Tell: Rough Riders Book 13
What if the fantasy never had to stop? It's been a year since Dean Sova turned Maya Clery's world inside out. There isn't a secret
fantasy that Maya and Dean haven't explored—each one more tantalizing and mind-blowing than the last. But while their
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relationship may be stronger than ever, taking the next step pushes boundaries neither one of them is prepared to face. Dean
couldn't care less about Maya's background—all her choices made her the woman he wants to tie to his bed and never let go. But
not even a Dom as strong as Dean can keep the past at bay. When a threat from Maya's old life surfaces, she'll have to choose
once and for all: fight for freedom under Dean's command, or lose the reward she's worked so hard for—the chance to be happy
with the man she loves. Book three of Lessons in Control This book is approximately 89,000 words
It’s hard to trust the future… when you’ve been branded by the past. Rough Riders Book 6 Tattoo artist India Ellison is well
acquainted with preconceived notions. As a walking advertisement for the tattoo shop she’s set up in a small Wyoming town,
she’s used to off-color comments about her colorful tats and hair. Still, life is good. She’s clean and sober, dotes on her sister’s
kids and best of all, spends most of her free time with her best buddy, Colt McKay. Reformed bad boy rancher Colt never expected
three years of sobriety to lead to three years of abstinence. Curbing his craving for booze is nothing compared to the everincreasing craving for his hot-tempered, hot-bodied best friend, India. Too bad she hasn’t a clue that Colt’s been head-overbootheels in love with her from day one. After an unexpected, steamy interlude, all India can think about is riding the sexy cowboy
as hard and fast as her motorcycle. But Colt is determined to show her a slower ride is worth the wait. The friendship that helped
them conquer their past is about to be tested...by the new addiction they feel to each other.

Workin' up a hot, sticky sweat is pure pleasure with a hard-ridin' cowboy.... Widowed, struggling stock contractor Gemma
Jansen swallows her pride and tracks down former bull rider Cash Big Crow to offer him a job managing her ranch. Cash
agrees on one condition: it won't be a strictly working relationship. She's the boss during the day, but once she's corralled
in the bedroom, Cash calls the shots. Meanwhile, Carter McKay is spending his summer at the Bar 9 Ranch preparing for
an art show. But he's definitely not prepared for the immediate visceral connection he feels to Cash's sexy and sassy
daughter Macie Honeycutt. Lust flares between them and Macie proves she's up for any dirty fun and games that sweet
and wild Carter dreams up. Gemma struggles with her feelings for Cash-except this time, Cash has grabbed the bull by
the horns. He has to convince Gemma he's playing for keeps. The more time Macie spends with Carter the harder she
falls for him. But will the brooding artist understand that trust is just as important as love? It's going to be a long, hot
summer in Wyoming. Warning: this book contains explicit sex nine ways 'til Sunday, inventive rope play, graphic
language, menage a trois, and all sorts of fun and kinky cowboy stuff. *previously released from Samhain Publishing in
2007 as Rode Hard, Put Up Wet"
New York Times bestselling author Julia Kent continues her Shopping for a Billionaire series as mystery shopper
Shannon and (near) billionaire Declan explore a relationship (and each other). The pair deal with a jealous ex-boyfriend,
a new perk at work that makes Shannon rethink her job, and a cat that offers up quite a present when Declan takes
Shannon out for their first non-business date.
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From the New York Times bestselling “master of erotic romance”* and author of Unraveled, Bound and Unwound comes
the all-new novella in the Mastered series. When Amery Hardwick first met martial arts master Ronin Black, she wasn’t
ready for the primal urges his sensual rope artistry released in her. As it turned out Amery and Ronin were made for each
other. But when they head to Japan for a delayed honeymoon and Ronin’s annual training with his sensei, Amery
struggles to adapt to the foreign customs as well as running her burgeoning business from afar. But culture shock is the
least of her worries when faced with the changes in Ronin—it feels as if she’s married a stranger. Caught between his
sensei’s demands and pleasing his wife, Ronin is at war with himself over choosing advancement in his jujitsu training,
or staying at home with the woman who owns his heart and soul. As the limits of their relationship are tested once again,
Ronin and Amery discover that they both have a lot to learn about each other….and what it takes to build a love that’ll
pass all life’s little tests. Includes a preview of the new Mastered series novel, Unraveled. Praise for Lorelei James “A
must read for anyone craving more kink in their romance.”—*Tara Sue Me, New York Times bestselling author “No one
writes contemporary erotic romance better than Lorelei James.”—# 1 New York Times Bestselling Author Maya Banks
“Sweet, seductive, and romantic.”—New York Times bestselling author Jaci Burton Lorelei James is the New York Times
and USA Today bestselling author of the Mastered Series novels, Unraveled, Unwound, and Bound, as well as the
Blacktop Cowboys novels which include Wrangled and Tangled, Hillbilly Rockstar, and Corralled. Her books have won
the Romantic Times Reviewers’ Choice Award, as well as the CAPA Award. Lorelei lives in western South Dakota with
her family…and a whole closetful of cowgirl boots.
Cowboy Casanova: Rough Riders Book 12
Saddle up and get ready to ride again with the infamous McKay family! New York Times bestselling author Lorelei James
has whipped up six brand new Rough Riders short stories featuring fan favorite couples—Cord and AJ, Colby and
Channing, Keely and Jack, Colt and India, Carter and Macie, and Boone and Sierra. These slice of life tales are the
perfect accompaniment to USA Today Bestselling author Suzanne Johnson’s delicious, down home recipes—family fare
created to share round the table with love, laughter, and plenty of second helpings. So kick off your boots, hang up your
hat and prepare to stay awhile as you’re entertained and tantalized with Cowboy Bites!
In this #1 New York Times bestseller in Sue Grafton's Alphabet series, private investigator Kinsey Millhone has her
hands full when a job that should be easy money takes a turn for the worse. Reba Lafferty was a daughter of privilege,
the only child of an adoring father. Nord Lafferty was already in his fifties when Reba was born, and he could deny her
nothing. Over the years, he quietly settled her many scrapes with the law, but wasn't there for her when she was
convicted of embezzlement and sent to the California Institution for Women. Now, at thirty-two, she's about to be paroled,
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having served twenty-two months of a four-year sentence. Her father wants to be sure Reba stays straight, stays home
and away from the drugs, the booze, and the gamblers... It seems a straightforward assignment for Kinsey: babysit Reba
until she settles in, make sure she follows all the niceties of her parole. Maybe a week’s work. Nothing untoward—the
woman seems remorseful and friendly. And the money is good. But life is never that simple, and Reba is out of prison
less than twenty-four hours when one of her old crowd comes circling round...
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